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A simple, statistical criterion is presented, establishing whether
in visual scanning· allevents are detectable with the same
1. In scanning of events recorded by visual detectors
such as track chambers, nuclear emulsions, etc., a
certain fraction of events is inevitably 10s\1 It is usually
assumed that this loss may be corrected for if the same
events are inspected two (or more) times; the true
number of events is taken as1 ):
(1)
where R i are the numbers ofevents detected in scan
no. i, and D is the nurnber of events detected in scan
no. 1 as weIl as in scan no. 2.
It has been repeatedly pointed out 2-4), that eq. (l)
is valid only if within a given scanning run theproba-
bility to detect an,ßvent is the same far all the events;
whenever this condition is satisfied we shall speak of
homogeneous .detection efficiencies.
As long as the events can be labelIed with respect to
the parameter(s) causing the inhomogeneity (e.g. stars
with different numbers of prongs), an inhomogeneous
problem can be reduced to the homogeneous case in
an obvious way.
Quite often, however, it may happen that the physical
quantity(ies) controlling inhomogeneity does not
appear in such a manifest manner.
In such a case some guess must be made, but then
the reliability of the double-scan procedure is open to
considerable doubt.
Ta OUf kn.owledge, at present there eICists no g~neral
rnethod for detecting inhomogeneities which would
be free from the risks of a such a more or less arbitrary
guess)t.
* On leave from Institute of Atomic Physics, Bucharest.
t As will beshown in a forthcoming paper, the criterion given5•6)
by Tolstov may often be inconclu;-ive.
+ The generalization to the case of more than two different
kinds of events is obvious.
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probaPllity, or not. In this way misleading conclusions drawn
from the usual method of two-fold scanning can be avoided.
Actually it seems surprising that a very simple
solution ofthis problem has passed unnoticed, hitherto.
In fact, if the same events are inspected several tirnes,
the number of events, R, observed per scanning run,
is distributed according to different.laws in the homo-
geneous and in the inhomogeneous case. These
differences can be used to detect an existing inhomo-
geneity without any need for a guess about its causes.
2. Consider a number m of independent scanning
runs, performed on a fixed number Q of events. For
the sake of simplicity we shall assurne that the scanning
efficiencies do not vary from run to run.
If all the Q events are of the same kind, i.e. they
have the same detection probability P, then the results
R i (i = 1,2, ... , m),of the different scanning runs are
individual values of a random variable R, obeying the
Bernoulli law
B(Rlp,Q) = [Q!/{R!(Q-R)!}] pR (I_p)Q~R. (2)
If, however, the Q events are not all ofthe same kind,
i.e. if the sampie is inhomogeneous, this will no longer
be true.
Weshall now discuss the special case of two kinds a
and b of events+, present in numbers Qa and Qb' and
detected with probabilities Pa and Pb respectively, Then
the total number R of events detected in a given run
is the surn of the two unknown quantities Ra and Rb.
Since we have assumed that the subsarnples a and b
are homogeneous, both Ra and Rb are binomially distri-
buted, too. Their sum R, however is distributed bino-
mially if, and only if
(3)
(for proof, see appendix).
Hence the problem of checking a given sampie for




Hg. 2. Same as fig. 1, for Qa = 5, Qb = 1.
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Fig. 1. Plots of the test quantity C vs effieieney Pa, for different
va1ues of Pb; Qa = 5, Qb = 5.
can be written:
is binomially distributed or not*. A convenientcriterion
for such acheck is described in the following section.
Eliminating Q and p from these equations we obtain a
relationship between p, (J and (x, which in terms of the
quantity
. {QaPa(1- Pa)+QbPb(1- Pb)}'"" 1 . (12)
Figs. 1 and 2 show plots of C computed by means
of eqs. (10), (11), (12), against Pa' for fixed Pb and two
different combinations of Qa and Qb'
It is important to stress here that C is independent
of Q in the homogeneous as well as in the inhomo-
geneous case, when it depends only on the ratio Qa/ Qb'
The problem of the statistical significance of non-nil
estimates C for C will be dealt with in the following
section.
4. For practical purposes it is essential to know the
spread of the distribution of C. The problem is com-
plicated by the fact that the estimates p, fJ anda are
not statistically independent, the correlation being
especially strong for low values cf m, the number of
scanning runs. On the other hand, in practice it is







(X = (1-2p)·{Qp(1-p)V t .
3. Denote by p, (J2 and (X respectively, the expecta-
tation value, variance and skewness of the distribution
ofR.
In the homogeneous, i.e. binomial, case:
c = O.
In the inhomogeneous case
c#o
TABLE 1
(8) Estimates C*, eq. (13) and rms deviations of t va1ues, obtained by
MonteCario simulation.
Input data: Q = Qa + Qb=6; m = 4; K = 2500.
I: Pa = 0.6; Pb = 0.3.
(9) 1I: Pa = 0.8; Pb = 0.2.
is to be expected. Then, p, (J and (x, have to be expressed




* It is easi1y understood that the same is true for D in the ease













0.449 ±0.032 0.423 ±0.030
0.525±0.037 0.451±0.032
0.527 ±0.0380.406±O.026
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Table I shows the results of a Monte Carlo simu-
lation ofmultiple scans (m = 4) for a fixed Q = 6, and
different values of Qa' Pa and Pb' From table land
figs. 1 and 2 it can be seen, that far the same changes
of the inhomogeneity parameters Qa, Qb, Pa' and Pb:
a. The quantity C (and obviously also its estimates
varies considerably, while
b. The rms deviation of Cvaries only slightly.
Furthermore, if C is in excess of, say 0.1, the inho-
mogeneity can be revealed, given reasonable statistics,
even just by a fourfold scan. Such values of C appear,
as can be seen from figs. land 2, as soon as one of the
efficiencies, say Pa' is large enough (;;:;: 0.8).
Practically an experiment can be performed as
follows.
A large number K of cells, frames, etc., each con-
taining a relatively small population of events, is
scanned m tirnes. Since three quantities (viz. p, (F and O!)
must be estimated, one must choose m ~ 3. Each cell
will then yield an estimate Cim ) (k = 1,2, ... , K) for C
which will have a rather broad distribution for low m.
These estimates must now be averaged:
One of us (E.M.F.) expresses his gratitude to Mrs.
M. Busi for her advice in the use of the CERN CDC
computers.
Appendix
Consider two independent binomial random varia-
bles Ra and Rb' with parameters Qa, Qb and Pa' Pb'
and their sum
R = Ra+Rb.
The moment generating function (mg[) GR (A.) is then
given by the product of the partial mgf's:
GR(A.) = GRa(A.) . GRb(A.)
= (1+ Pa e Ä_ pJQa '(1+ Pb eÄ _ Pb)Qb. (A.l)
Only if
the product in the rhs of eq. (A. I) can be brought to
the form of a binomial mgf.
obviously C* will be K-t times narrower distributed
than C(m). Roughly one may say that the standard
error of C*, which for a given non-nil value of C is deci-
sive from the practical point of view, is ::::: 0.7 (mK)t.
For illustration we quote the following numerical
example: Q = 6; Qa = 1; Pa = 0.8; Pb = 0.2; m = 4.
Then,
K
C*= (1/K) I cim);
k=l
(13)
Note added in prooj: Actually the Monte Cmlo
simulations of table I were performed with m = 100
and the results reca1culated far m = 4. Since then we
have performed more extensive Monte Carlo ca1cu-
lations which show that for low values of m the
estimate Cis biassed (displaced). This gives rise to some
complications in the practical use of the method,
which will be discussed in a more detailed account,
to be published later.
if three standard deviation confidence is required, this
yields K = 62. This implies that effectively ::::: 375
events have to be inspected 4 times, which seems quite
reasonalbe, as far as scanning effort is concerned.
Concluding one may say that detection ofan existing
in4()mogeneity may often be possible without any
guess as to its causes and without a prohibitive volume
of scanning work.
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